No: BSNL/20-3/SR/2020 Dated the: 18.02.2020

To,
General Secretary
All Unions and Associations

Sub:- Representations of Unions /Associations on the issues related to different Units of Corporate office.

Sir,

I am directed to refer to the subject mentioned above and to say that Unions /Associations send their representations on different issues to SR cell. The SR cell in turn forwards these representations to concerned units of Corporate office for taking suitable action.

2. If the soft copy of such representations is provided by the Unions and Associations through email, this will enable SR cell to forward such representations efficiently, saving time and paper work as well.

3. All Unions and Associations are, therefore, requested to forward as far as possible and preferably the soft copies in pdf format of representations to SR unit on following email id.

agmsr2016@gmail.com

Yours faithfully,

18.02.2020

(Milind Bagaddeo)
AGM (SR), BSNLCO
Tel. No.011-23766063
Fax No.011-23734338